4D-SFM PHOTOGRAMMETRY FOR MONITORING SEDIMENT DYNAMICS IN A DEBRIS-FLOW CATCHMENT: SOFTWARE TESTING AND RESULTS COMPARISON
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ABSTRACT:

In recent years, the combination of Structure-from-Motion (SfM) algorithms and UAV-based aerial images has revolutionised 3D topographic surveys for natural environment monitoring, offering low-cost, fast and high quality data acquisition and processing. A continuous monitoring of the morphological changes through multi-temporal (4D) SfM surveys allows, e.g., to analyse the torrent dynamic also in complex topography environment like debris-flow catchments, provided that appropriate tools and procedures are employed in the data processing steps. In this work we test two different software packages (3DF Zephyr Aerial and Agisoft Photoscan) on a dataset composed of both UAV and terrestrial images acquired on a debris-flow reach (Moscardo torrent - North-eastern Italian Alps). Unlike other papers in the literature, we evaluate the results not only on the raw point clouds generated by the Structure-from-Motion and Multi-View Stereo algorithms, but also on the Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) created after post-processing. Outcomes show differences between the DTMs that can be considered irrelevant for the geomorphological phenomena under analysis. This study confirms that SfM photogrammetry can be a valuable tool for monitoring sediment dynamics, but accurate point cloud post-processing is required to reliably localize geomorphological changes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Geomorphologic processes such as debris flows are one of the main sources of risk for human lives and infrastructures in mountain catchments. Several countermeasures can be taken to mitigate their effects and, among all hydraulic engineering structures, check dams are the most common technique to manage debris flow hazard (Hübli et al., 2005, Piton et al., 2017). These control works significantly affect sediment dynamics and a continuous monitoring of the morphological evolution is therefore required to improve management strategies and torrent control planning (Victriano et al., 2018).

The acquisition of repeated topographic surveys lets not only to characterize debris flows in terms of their geomorphic activity, but also to infer the sediment dynamics at multiple temporal and spatial scales (4D) and their link to torrent control works. Being low-cost, automatic and easy to use, Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetry represents a powerful alternative to laser scanning technique for acquiring high-resolution topography in a variety of environments (Westoby et al., 2012, James and Robson, 2012, Smith and Vericat, 2015, Carrivick et al., 2016), allowing also to increase the frequency of the surveys. Moreover, the possibility of integrating images acquired from the ground and by an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), makes SfM and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) methodologies ideal tools to obtain a complete reconstruction of the topographic surface, even in the presence of steep slopes and areas characterized by limited accessibility as in debris flow catchments (Bemis et al., 2014).

In the last years, many software packages have been developed to combine computer vision algorithms and photogrammetry principles in order to obtain accurate 3D reconstructions in an automatic way, without user interaction (Carrivick et al., 2016). Since this technique requires relatively little training and has a high level of automation, the majority of end-users consider the software as a black-box and they are often unaware of the accuracy and reliability of the obtained 3D model ( Micheletti et al., 2015b, Smith et al., 2016). Many papers that provide an evaluation of the most popular commercial software solutions can be found in the literature ( Nikolov and Madsen, 2016, Remondino et al., 2017) but they usually assess the accuracy on the point cloud generated by the SfM-MVS process (Aicardi et al., 2016). Instead, when monitoring geomorphological processes such as sediment dynamics, the point cloud represents only the initial step of the workflow that leads to create the Digital Terrain Model (DTM), a fundamental tool to study topography evolution. Indeed, DTMs derived from different surveys can be subsequently compared, i.e., the old DTM is subtracted to the new one (DTM of Difference, DoD) to identify morphological changes over time ( Wheaton et al., 2010, Cavalli et al., 2017, Vericat et al., 2017). For these reasons, in this work we test two different software tools (3DF Zephyr Aerial v. 3.503 and Agisoft Photoscan v. 1.2.0) and evaluate the results not only on the raw point cloud, but also on the DTM obtained after post-processing.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in detail the image processing steps and the subsequent post-processing of the point clouds, which leads to the creation of the DTMs. In Sec. 3 the comparison between the results obtained by the two software packages is reported, focusing on the derived DoDs. Fi-
nally, Sec. 4 draws the conclusions.

2. TESTS AND ANALYSES

The following paragraphs describe in detail the image processing procedure and the dense point cloud post-processing steps carried out to compare 3DF Zephyr and Photoscan products. Figure 1 shows the complete workflow applied in this study (an exhaustive description of the post-processing phases can be found in (Cucchiaro et al., 2018b)).

2.1 Data acquisition

This study was carried out in the Moscardo Torrent, a debris-flow creek in the Eastern Italian Alps (Fig. 2a) whose catchment drains an area of 4.1 km². This catchment is characterized by steep slopes prone to rockfalls and shallow landslides, which supply large amounts of debris to the channels (Marchi et al., 2002, Blasone et al., 2014). In order to mitigate the natural hazard related to debris flows, two new concrete check dams were recently built in the upper part of the basin, with the aim of retaining sediment transported by debris flows and stabilizing the banks side of the reach (more details regarding the effects of torrent control works in the Moscardo catchment can be found in (Cucchiaro et al., 2018a)).

The effects of check dams on sediment dynamic have been investigated by means of multi-temporal SIM (4D-SIM) surveys after debris flow events in an area of approximately 3700 m². In particular, the performance evaluation of the two commercial packages previously mentioned was carried out on a dataset of 222 images acquired on May, 2017.

For this study, an integrated approach combining terrestrial and aerial images (both collected with a Sony Alpha 5000 compact digital camera - 20 Mpx APS-C CMOS sensor, focal length 16 mm) has been designed to overcome individual limitations of the two platforms. Aerial images, in fact, allow to cover large areas in short time but a nadiral image acquisition causes poor representation of steep terrain and vertical surfaces (Loye et al., 2016). Terrestrial images, instead, can provide a more accurate representation of complex surfaces but cover small areas and can be unreliable on relatively flat terrain (Piermatt et al., 2016).

For the aerial survey of the area, the camera was mounted on a professional octocopter UAV (Neutech Airvision NT-4C, Fig. 3) and the flight was performed at an altitude of 20 m, resulting in a mean Ground Sample Distance (GSD) of 6 mm. For the ground-based survey, the photographs were taken maintaining an average depth distance from the object and a mean baseline between adjacent camera positions of around 3 m. Moreover, a total of 27 markers were located on stable areas (Fig. 2b). As suggested in (Piermatt et al., 2015), they were uniformly distributed, not aligned or clustered, in order to improve the quality of the final model and to mitigate systematic errors (James and Robson, 2012). The markers coordinates were measured by means of a Leica 1200 L1+L2 GPS system in Relative Stop&Go mode to increase accuracy using RINEX data of the nearby permanent station (Zouf Plan, 4 km away). The post-processing step allowed to reach a planimetric positional accuracy ranging from 0.01 m to 0.02 m and vertical uncertainties between 0.02 and 0.04 m.

2.2 Image processing

In order to equally compare the computing time of 3DF Zephyr (3DFZ) and Agisoft Photoscan (PS), the image dataset was processed with the same computer (Intel Core i7-6950x, CPU @ 3.00GHz and 128GB RAM, 3xNVIDIA GeForce GTX 970).

Among the 27 markers, a subset of 14 points were used as GCPs during the Bundle Block Adjustment phase, whereas 13 points were employed as Check Points (CPs) for the accuracy evaluation (Fig. 2b). The image coordinates of the points were measured just once in PS and then imported and used in 3DFZ.

A preliminary calibration of the camera (Fig. 1, blocks II) was carried out using the calibration modules of the two software (3DFZ Lapyx for 3DF Zephyr and Agisoft Lens for Photoscan). Furthermore, for the SIM and MVS phases the most similar settings were selected, adopting the same image resolution in the tie-point extraction and dense image matching phases for both software packages. A comparison of the results of the SIM step is reported in Figure 1, blocks III and IV. Please note that both 3DFZ and PS oriented all the images and no problems were found in the simultaneous alignment of terrestrial and aerial photos. Studies in the literature that apply SIM for geomorphological change detection, instead, process separately aerial and terrestrial images (Eltner et al., 2016), fusing in a subsequent step the obtained point
clouds (Stöcker et al., 2015). However, data fusion in the SfM process avoids further errors and misalignments that can arise when merging different point clouds.

In order to determine the alignment accuracy, the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) on \( n = 13 \) CPs was computed along the \( x \) direction as:

\[
\text{RMSE}_x = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_{\text{SfM},i} - X_{\text{GPS},i})^2}
\]  

(1)

where \( X_{\text{SfM}} \) indicates the coordinate estimated from the SfM process, whereas \( X_{\text{GPS}} \) refers to the CP coordinate measured with GPS technique (Remondino et al., 2017). Analogously, the RMSE was calculated on the \( y \) and \( z \) directions, and the 3D RMSE was estimated as:

\[
\text{RMSE}_{3D} = \sqrt{\text{RMSE}_{x}^2 + \text{RMSE}_{y}^2 + \text{RMSE}_{z}^2}
\]  

(2)

Very similar accuracy in object space was achieved: the 3D RMSE on the CPs is 6.5 cm for 3DFZ and 6.0 cm for PS.

The MVS algorithm (Fig. 1, block V) of both software packages generated high-density point clouds (47,544,425 points for 3DFZ and 53,506,387 points for PS) that perfectly reconstruct even small features of the scene. An example of the obtained high level of detail is illustrated in Fig. 4, where it is possible to notice that even small boulders are accurately reconstructed. The M3C2 (Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison) tool (Lague et al., 2013) of CloudCompare software (Omnia Version: 2.9.1) was used to quantitatively evaluate the differences between the created dense point clouds (Cook, 2017). Specifically, the M3C2 tool computes the local distance between two point clouds along the normal surface direction which tracks 3D variations in surface orientation. The results will be discussed in detail in Sec. 3.

### 2.3 Dense cloud post-processing

The cloud-to-cloud quantitative assessment is not sufficient to determine how the differences found between the point clouds, created by 3DF Zephyr and Photoscan, can affect subsequent analyses, e.g., the amount of debris mobilized and the estimate of erosional and depositional processes in time. Therefore, further evaluations were carried out on the DTMs generated from the dense point clouds through post-processing (Fig. 1 block VI). The point-cloud post-processing was performed by means of the CloudCompare software to reduce noise and erroneous points. A manual filtering was initially performed, followed by the the SOR filter (Statistical Outlier Removal filter) tool, which removes the outlier points by first computing the average distance of each
point to its neighbors and then rejecting the points that are farther than the average distance plus a number of times the standard deviation.

Since the goal of this study is also to compare the 3DFZ and PS products with respect to a subsequent survey performed in July 2017 in order to assess geomorphological changes, the registration of the 3DFZ and PS point clouds to the July 2017 one was carried out. This step is needed when working with multi-temporal data (Eltnet et al., 2016, Williams et al., 2018): error on the GPS measures (the GCPs used for the georeferencing process are re-surveyed every time since they could have moved) and on the manual identification of markers on the images could produce inaccurate georeferencing and could lead to unreal shift or rotation between multi-temporal 3D models (Micheletti et al., 2015a, Carrivick et al., 2016). Therefore, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm (Zhang, 1994) of CloudCompare was used to automatically co-register point clouds of May 2017, adopting as reference one the 3D model of July 2017. In particular, the ICP algorithm was performed on a subset of the point clouds, corresponding to stable areas (e.g. the check dams structures), and then the obtained rigid transformation was applied to the whole original point clouds.

Furthermore, since a direct interpolation of extremely dense point cloud (> 10^3 points/m^2) into a coarser resolution terrain model can be an unfeasible computational task, the raw point clouds were decimated through the geostatistical Topography Point Cloud Analysis Toolkit (ToPCAT), implemented in the Geomorphic Change Detection software for Esri ArcGIS, (Wheaton et al., 2010). ToPCAT is an efficient decimation procedure that decomposes the point cloud into a set of non-overlapping grid-cells and calculate the statistics for the observations in each grid (Vericat et al., 2014). The minimum elevation within each grid-cell is considered the ground elevation (Brasington et al., 2012) and is used to create a TIN (Triangular Irregular Network), a surface representation that is computationally efficient in complex fluvial geomorphology (Brasington et al., 2000, Heritage et al., 2009). The Esri ArcGis Natural Neighbors interpolator was then used to obtain two DTMs with a resolution of 0.2 m (Fig. 1 block VII).

2.4 DTM of Difference (DoD) generation

Finally, both DTMs derived from 3DFZ and PS point clouds were compared with the one realized from the survey of July 2017, creating in this way two DoDs (Fig. 1 block IX) in order to determine the spatial patterns and associated volumes of morphological change (Cavalli et al., 2017).

In DoDs generation a fundamental aspect to consider is the uncertainty estimation of the used DTM (Fig. 1 block VIII) (Lane and Chandler, 2003, Wheaton et al., 2010, Vericat et al., 2017). Several factors can indeed introduce errors in DTM, including survey point quality, sampling technique, surface characteristics (e.g., wet surfaces produce high errors in MVS reconstruction due to the water high reflection), topography complexity and interpolation methods (Milan et al., 2011, Passalacqua et al., 2015). The most commonly adopted procedure for managing DTM uncertainties involves specifying a minimum level of detection threshold (minLoD) to distinguish real surface changes from the inherent noise (Brasington et al., 2003, Wheaton et al., 2010, Marteau et al., 2017). This threshold is chosen according to the error estimate of each DTM and the Confidence Interval (CI) considered.

In this study, the uncertainty level of each model was assessed through the M3C2 tool of CloudCompare, calculating the cloud-to-cloud distance between each May 2017 post-processed cloud (generated by Photoscan and 3DF Zephyr) and the July 2017 one. The computation was carried out in wide stable surfaces (e.g., the structure of check dams or stone and concrete banks), where no topographic changes over time were expected (Fig. 1 block VIII). More specifically, the standard deviation of this distance was used as an indicator of the uncertainty related to the pair of point clouds under analysis and consequently it was assumed as the uncertainty (ε_DTM) affecting the corresponding DTMs. Therefore, the minimum Level of Detection (minLoD) was calculated as in (Brasington et al., 2003):

$$\text{minLoD} = t \cdot \sqrt{(\bar{\varepsilon}_{\text{DTM}1})^2 + (\bar{\varepsilon}_{\text{DTM}2})^2}$$

where $\bar{\varepsilon}_{\text{DTM}1}$ and $\bar{\varepsilon}_{\text{DTM}2}$ are the errors estimated for the most recent and the oldest DTM, respectively, and $t$ is the t-score (for a conservative approach a value of $t = 1.96$ was used, corresponding to a confidential interval of 0.95). In this case, $\bar{\varepsilon}_{\text{DTM}} = 3$ cm was assumed as the uncertainty value for all the DTMs. When analysing the DoDs, discrepancies above minLoD were regarded as real changes, while the differences below this threshold were considered uncertain and not used in the final volume computation.

The last analysis concerns the estimation of erosion and deposition volumes, that can be easily performed thanks to the change in elevation provided by the DoDs for each grid cell and knowing the cell size.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The employed image processing procedure shows that similar dense point clouds in terms of density are generated from both 3DFZ and PS software (12,634 points/m^2 for 3DFZ and 14,219 points/m^2 for PS). The high density derives also from the integrated approach of ground-based images and aerial acquisition, that allows to obtain SIM-MVS models without missing data and fewer deformation errors. Moreover, the M3C2 distance analysis, as shown in Fig. 5, reveals that the absolute difference between the two point clouds is on average 4.2 cm, with a standard deviation of 3.4 cm. These discrepancies are minimal, with the exception of some regions on the border of the study area and the red zone in Fig. 5 (in the middle of the study area, upstream the check dams). The images acquired in these areas suffer from poor overlap, caused also by the fact that the UAV took off and landed in this specific zone between two consecutive phases of the flight. This could have influenced the reliability of the solution computed by the two software for these specific images. Please note also that the flight was carried out in manual fly mode, due to difficult environmental conditions (including wind, low GPS signal, high vegetation and complex topography), resulting in a non optimal camera network geometry (Fig. 6).

The difference between PS and 3DFZ dense clouds becomes insignificant after the post-processing that leads to DTMs and DoDs generation. Indeed, the resulting thresholded DoDs (with a minLoD around 8 cm, Figures 7 and 8) highlight that the post-processing of the raw point clouds smoothed the small discrepancies between the output of the two software packages and the final products are almost identical. Further evidence of the equivalence between the two DTMs obtained from 3DFZ and PS is given by the deposition, erosion and net change volumes calculated from the DoDs, shown in Table 1. Note that the volume uncertainties
Figure 5. Distance map between 3DFZ and PS dense point clouds of May 2017 survey (best viewed in color).

Figure 6. Camera network geometry determined by 3DFZ. The blue pyramids represent the camera viewpoints, whereas the red circles are the GCPs employed in the Bundle Adjustment phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DoD</th>
<th>Erosion [m$^3$]</th>
<th>Deposition [m$^3$]</th>
<th>Net volume difference [m$^3$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2017- May 2017 (3DFZ)</td>
<td>55 ± 13</td>
<td>776 ± 99</td>
<td>720 ± 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2017- May 2017 (PS)</td>
<td>54 ± 13</td>
<td>768 ± 98</td>
<td>713 ± 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2017 (3DFZ) - May 2017 (3DFZ)</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Total volume of erosion and deposition and net volume change for the computed DoDs.
Figure 7. DoD July 2017-May 2017 (dataset processed by 3DF Zephyr).

Figure 8. DoD July 2017-May 2017 (dataset processed by Photoscan).
(±) are estimated on the basis of the minLoD. The volume differences between the DoDs of 3DFZ (Fig. 7) and PS (Fig. 8) are very low (around 1 m³ for erosion process, 8 m³ for deposition volumes and 7 m³ in terms of net changes). This minimal dissimilarity is also confirmed by the thresholded DoD between 3DFZ and PS DTM, where the volume difference is below 1 m³ in terms of erosion, deposition and net volume. The higher difference in the deposition volume estimate with respect to the erosion one is due to the fact that the deposition process is mainly located in the area with higher discrepancies between PS and 3DFZ clouds (red zone of the Figure 5, in the middle of the study area, upstream the check dams). However, these differences can be considered irrelevant in the analysis of debris-flow events, where the morphological changes are in the order of hundreds of m³.

Focusing on the debris-flow dynamic emerging from the analysis of the obtained DoDs, it is possible to note an evident pattern of deposition (represented by values from 0 to ≥ 2 in Figures 7 and 8) upstream the check dams, suggesting that the new check dams effectively stored sediment transported by the debris-flow events. However, there is also an erosion process (represented by values from 0 to < −2 in Figures 7 and 8) due to the debris-flow transit in the right part of the channel.

4. CONCLUSION

The aim of this work was to evaluate two SIM-MVS software packages (3DF Zephyr and Photoscan) for monitoring sediment dynamics in a debris-flow catchment. Even if there are centimetric differences between the generated dense point clouds, they proved to be irrelevant for the subsequent geomorphological analysis. An accurate post-processing of the raw point cloud leads indeed to the creation of equivalent DTMs (and consequently equivalent DoDs), that constitute the basis to identify changing pattern of erosion and deposition over time. Further evaluations showed that erosion and deposition volumes estimated through the DoDs generated from 3DFZ and PS points clouds are very similar, with differences that are not significant in terms of morphological changes generated by debris flow events.

This work represents therefore another proof that SIM photogrammetry is a robust and valuable tool for the evaluation of geomorphological changes especially in rugged environments, with results that may be independent from the software adopted. Nevertheless, these tools must be used with awareness and it is important to pay attention to the post-processing of the software output, that must follow a standard and consolidated workflow.
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